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Curricuology Minutes 
 
Tuesday, October 21, 2014 at 3:30 p.m. Presentation   Center 
 
The following individuals were in attendance: Elizabethe Lozano, Scott Chennault, Cindee Rael, Mark 
Tompkins, Heiko Sweeney, Courtney Kirchman, Laura Ferguson, Mike Hall, Nancy Davis, Christina Gonzalez, 
Erin Ferreira, John Partin, Darin Denney, Ivone Rosa, Bill Bilbo, and Jill McAlister.   
 
I.  Welcome and Introductions:   
Elizabethe Lozano called the meeting to order at 3:32 p.m.     
Ms. Lozano welcomed everyone and took roll. 
The minutes from April 1, 2014 meeting were read. 
It was motioned, seconded, and passed (MSP) by Scott Chennault and Erin Ferreira.  (Chennault, Ferreira) to 
accept the minutes. (13-0) 
 
 
II. Input on Common Core Implementation Plan 
Liz asked committee members for their opinion on how the Tulare County Office of Education training is 
progressing. 
Nancy responded she feels the process is moving along; some grade levels are more comfortable with the 
training than others.   
Christina said Kindergarten is doing well. 
Erin shared she is a member of the “4th Grade Rock Stars” and they are lovin’ it!!  Darin added the 4th grade 
level is working and supporting each other – new concepts are overwhelming.   
Mike said 5th grade is having a “blast”!   
Ivone shared 2nd grade meetings started their meetings later in the schedule; there are some feelings of 
repetitiveness; a mixed bag of levels and feelings.   
Jill feels the trainings she has attended are helpful. 
Heiko and Courtney felt the support meeting from Scott and Cindee with their site was helpful and positive. 
John feels new teachers are fine and the veteran 14+ years are doing well also, the NCLB teachers will have 
more difficulty with this adjustment but enjoys seeing this all come together. 
Mark enjoys seeing everyone more often. 
Laura shared 3rd grade has some anxiety but they are moving forward. 
Liz asked how SPED teachers are faring.  Laura responded some are overwhelmed due to multiple grade 
levels.  Liz shared TCOE indicated CUSD is the first district that included SPED teachers in the training. 
Liz and Cindee thanked everyone for their input. 
Liz asked principals if they were planning to continue with TCOE ELA and Math coaching for the 2015-2016 
school year. 
Nancy responded, “yes”. 
Liz reminded the committee to please bring any concerns to Curricuology. 
 
 
III. Elections on Next Year’s Representatives  
Liz addressed the SPED representative for Curricuology.  As three SPED teachers are already representing 
their sites as Curricuology members, it makes it difficult to obtain a SPED rep to fill this position. 
Liz asked if the committee would approve one of the Curricuolgy SPED teachers to representative SPED as 
well. 
Mike asked, “Can they do both”? 
Darin said, “They should be able to.” 
Liz indicated SPED as a group will have a vote separate from their site votes. 
It was (MSP) by Mike Hall and Darin Denney.  (Hall, Denney) for Laura Ferguson to represent Akers as a 
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Curricuology member and represent SPED as well. (13-0) 
 
IV.  Report Card Committee (CR) 
Cindee shared she is working with a Report Card Committee with two representatives from each site for K-3. 
The criteria the committee asked for the report card to be is 8.5 x 11 inches; Vertical; and Online. 
The group looked at two samples; specific and general.  They chose a general skill-based report card. 
Mike asked, “Is this change required due to common core”?  Liz responded,”K-3 teachers asked for the 
change”.  Mike asked if K-8 report cards were going to be changed.  Liz said grades 4-5 is the transition to 
grades but K-3 is the focus now. 
 
 
V.  ELA and Math Administration (CR) 
Cindee began by sharing the testing schedule including benchmarks, CST, and SBAC testing. 
She added last year SBAC was a sampling only.  This spring will be a full testing example of both ELA and 
Math. 
She shared CST and SBAC testing schedules are confirmed and can’t be changed, but she wanted input 
regarding the benchmark schedule. She presented the committee with four choices regarding the benchmark 
testing schedule: 

Option 1:  No change 
 
Option 2:  K-2 and SPED take Admin. #2 Jan. 20th – 30th and drop optional Admin. #4 
                 Grades 3rd – 8th continue with original schedule 
 
Option 3:  K-8th move Admin. #2 to Jan. 20th – 30th and drop optional Admin. #4   
                (Admin. #3 original window) 
 
Option 4:  K-8th take Admin. #2 March 23rd – 27th  
     K-2 takes Admin. #3 May 18th – June 1st 
      3rd – 8th SBAC = Admin. #3 

 
Concerns with the first administration was some teachers felt the testing took too long; was a waste of time; 
not worthwhile; too difficult; SPED multiple classrooms, etc. 
There was a lot of discussion regarding the testing options.    
Ivone shared extending the 2nd administration testing window to January would allow more time to prepare. 
Nancy observed having the next administration benchmark testing options change from November to 
January, would only add about thirteen days of instruction to the schedule because of holidays. 
Courtney feels choosing the fourth testing option would truly be an end of the year assessment. 
Darin asked if the 4th testing administration would not be taking place in the event of changing the schedule. 
Cindee responded, “Yes, changing the schedule would exclude the 4th administration option”. 
Some discussion took place with concerns about not having a testing outcome to share with parents at 
conferences.  Heiko indicated the student’s performance during the year is more evident of the student’s 
ability and knowledge. 
Curricuology members voted to table this decision until they have an opportunity to speak with teachers at 
their sites. 
Cindee will send out the options to administration to get more input.   
 
Cindee exhibited a chart indicating Writing constructed responses and subject areas for each grade level. 
Constructed responses are not given options to choose from; rather, responses are written in and need to be 
hand-scored. 
Teachers are asking for Writing scoring to be held at their sites as in the past rather than scheduling a scoring 
day, November 3, 2014 from 2:00 – 4:00 p.m. 
Teachers and administration feel staff have been out of their classroom so much this year and would like to 
eliminate this date to score if possible. 
Heiko asked how much time will be needed for a 6-8 grade teacher to score the writing.  After some 
discussion, it was found this time would be substantial.   Liz added this is a problem being departmentalized.  
Scott indicated teachers were asking to score writing together for collaboration. 
Heiko said he has heard some teachers mistrust others scoring at sites to score fairly.  
Courtney asked if there were anchor papers available.  Cindee indicated they were on the website. 
This item was tabled and will be discussed among administration to reach a decision. 
Cindee will email this chart to administration to review. 
 
VI.  Eclipse (SC) 
Scott shared teachers, administration, and staff attended an Eclipse training on September 29, 2014.  It has 



come to his attention sites would like to meet with administration to have a question and answer session 
regarding this program. At this time, the need has become more of an instruction workshop.  Scott and Kim 
will schedule a time to attend staff meetings to provide support of Eclipse.  Liz asked the team that attended 
the training on September 29th, communicate out what they learned and how Eclipse can be used to develop 
common core lessons and units. 
 
 
VII.  Grading for:  P.E., Art, and Music  (EL) 
Liz met with the teacher specials regarding grading.  The district’s position is to have grading continuity 
throughout the district for P.E., Art, and Music.  Two schools have letter grades for P.E., Art, and Music from 
4th through 8th grades and satisfactory/unsatisfactory for grades K-3.  Two schools have letter grades for P.E., 
Art, and Music from 6th through 8th grades and satisfactory/unsatisfactory for grades K-5.  There was 
extensive discussion on the topic of making CUSD school sites specials classes consistent. 
Darin was concerned with grading for certain students. 
Heiko indicated Akers Art grade was based on the effort and compliance of the student not on the artistic 
ability.  Liz shared all subjects would need a rubric to support letter grades.  Some of the group felt it should 
be up to those teachers involved to make this decision.  Liz replied the group had already been met with and 
this is the result of that meeting to come to Curricuology for a decision.   
It was motioned, second, and passed (MSP) by Darin Denney and Erin Ferreira.  (Denney, Ferreira) for P.E., 
Art, and Music classes grades K-3 receive Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory as their grades; and grades 4-8 receive 
letter grades supported by a rubric district-wide.  (13-0) 
 
VIII.  1 to 1 iPads (MT) 
Mark shared that one to one iPads are now available for students throughout the district. 
 
IX.  Network update (MT) 
Mark gave an update of Merachi to be used for the 2015-2016 school year. 
This speed is great! 
 
X.  Special Education Representation (SC) 
This item was discussed earlier in Item III. 
 
XI.  Site Reports 
There were no site reports. 
 
It was MSP by Bill Bilbo and Heiko Sweeney (Bilbo, Sweeney)  to adjourn the meeting. (13-0)   
The meeting was adjourned at: 4:56 p.m. 
 
 


